SafeMoonMax WhitePaper
Maximized SafeMoonMax tokenomics. Missed an earlier accent to the moon? Take advantage
of another opportunity to reach the stars with SafeMoonMax.
Much like Dogecoin, EthereumMax, SafeMoon Protocol surely has made an impact in the crypto
world. However, anyone in the crypto world understands things change at lightspeed.
SafeMoonMax is the smart contract set to maximally accomplish the success of SafeMoon.
SafeMoonMax is a decentralized finance (DeFi) token on the BSC that will focus on three
functions during every trade: Holder Incentivization, LP Lock & Growth and Strategic Supply
Burn/Depletion.
Holder Incentivization
Be rewarded for holding your tokens over time. Of course the longer tokens are held, the more
rewards accumulated. Rewards will be relative to the amount being held and trading conditions
at that moment.
Programmed Liquidity Pool Lock & Growth
Much like SafeMoon Protocol, LP is automatic. Built into the smart contract the automatic LP will
assist in maintaining Maximally safe SafeMoonMax price floors. This maintenance benefits
holders by keeping SafeMoonMax price levels stable because of the overall liquidity of the token.
Strategic Supply Burn/Depletion
Plainly stated, beyond the initial burn, more strategic token burns will be performed to create
conditions Maximally advantageous for SafeMoonMax holders.
SafeMoonMax Tokenomics In Depth
Automatic liquidity protocol: SafeMoonMax automatic liquidity protocol is designed to create
long-term stability. For every transaction, the SafeMoonMax smart contract charges a 10% fee,
which is then divided as follows:
5% is split among existing holders.
2.5% is automatically converted into Binance Coin (BNB).

2.5% is paired with the BNB to serve as a liquidity pair on the PancakeSwap decentralized
exchange (DEX).
Through this mechanism, SafeMoonMax aims to provide a solid price floor with a degree of
arbitrage resistance. In principle, the automatic liquidity protocol prevents huge dips when early
investors sell off their positions, thereby protecting holders and newer investors from the worst
of price fluctuations.
Coin Info
• Token Name: SafeMoonMax
• Token Symbol:SAFEMOONMAX
• Token Type: BEP20
• Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
SAFEMOONMAX
• 10% tx cost
• 5% redistribution to holders • 5% locked liquidity

